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Ab'stract:Let G be a finite gloup and S be a subset of G where ,9 does not include the identity of G and
's !:11-erse closed' A Cayley graph of G with respect. to ,S is a graph where its ve'tices are the elements
':i: rl and two vertices o and b are connecied if ab-1 is in the lubset ,S. 'rhe energy of a Cayley graplru :he sum of all absolut: 

,Y"lY". of the eigenvalues of its adjacency matlix. In this paper., we considera .pecific subset S : {o,n/2,b} of dihedlal group of order 2n, where rt, } \ and n is even and find t}re;--a"-ie)' glaph with respect to the set. we also calculate theil spectrurn and compute the energy of:it respected Cayley graphs. Finally, the generalization of the Cayley graphs and their energies a'e found.
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Introduction

The study on the spectrum of Cayley glaphs by using algebraic graph theory was fir'st initiated by Babaili] in 1979 a'd the method has been developed by many researchers. one of the many researchers,
c'etkovic [2] has also studied on the spectrurn of graphs. one of ]ris results which is on cayley graphs
of dihedral groups gives the following; if all eigenvalues of | : Cay(D2,, ,S) are symmetric with respect
to the origin, then the I is bipartite. Although, there are also other approaches to find the spectrum of
a graph where Diaconis and Shahshahani [3] have calculated the spectrum of Cayley glaphs by usi'g the
chalacter table of the groups.

Besides, the studv on the energy of general simple graphs was first clefined by Gutman in 197g inspired
n'orn the Huckel Molecular olbital (HMo) Theory proposed in 1g30s. The Huckel Molecular orbital
Theory has been used by chernists in approximating the energies related with n-electr.on orbitals in
conjugated hydrocarbon molecules [4]. In the early days, when computers were rrot widely available,
tire calculation of the HMo total zr-electron energy was a serious problem, In order to overcome the
difficulty, a variety of approaches have been offeled to calculate the approxirnate calculatiorr of the
;i-electron energy' Within the HMO approximation, the total energy of the zr-electrons, denoted byr is obtained by summing distinct electron energies. In conjugated hydrocarbons, the total number
of zr-electrons is equal to the number of vertices of the associated molecuiar. glaph. After some
considerations, they arrived at the definition of the energy which is the sum of the absolute values of the
eigenvalues of the graph [5].

\Iany researchers have studied on the topic of energy of graphs. rn 2004, Bapat and pati 
[6] have proved

that the energy of a graph is never arr ocld integer. Ivleanwhile, the properties that the enelgy of a graph
is rrever the square root of an odd integer has been proven by Pirzada and Gutrnan [7] in 200g. There
are also a few other researchers who studied specifically on the energy of unitar.y cayley graphs (see [g],
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Besides' there have also been rnany studies on the caylev graphs for dihedral groups. In 2006, wangarld Xu [10] have considered the non-normal one-regular and 4-valent cayley graphs of dihedral groupswhile Kwak and oh [11] have classified the 4-valent and 6-varent one regular norrnal cayley graphsof dihedral groups whose vertex stabilizers in Aut(f) are cyclic. In addition, in 200g, Kwak et at.[r2]lrave explored on the one-regular cayley graphs on dihedral groups of any prescribed valency. Kim et al.
[13] also have studied on the cayley graphs of dihedral groups on the classification of p-valent regular
Cayley graphs.

The objective of this study is to calculate the energy of the cayley graphs associated to dihedral groups
for the subset S : {an/2,b} where n ) 3 and n is even, The methodology includes the finding of elements.
vertices and edges for the cayley graphs of the dihedral groups, finding their isomorphism, building theadjacency matrix for the cayley graph' finding the spectrum of the adjacency matrix of the graphs andIastly calculating the energy of the graphs.

2 Preliminaries

Definition 2.L (I4), Dihedral Group
rf rn is a regular polygon with n vertices, 'ur,'u2, . . . ,un and center o, then the symmetry group D(nn,is called the dihedral group with 2n elements, and it is denoted by Dzn.

Definition 2.2 (Ib). Cayley Graph of a Group
Let G be a finite group with identity 1. Let,5 be a subset of G satisfying 1 ( ,s a'd,s:,s-r; tharis' s € 'S if artd only if s-1 e .9. The Cayley graph Cay(G;^9) on G rvith connection set s is clefined a-sfollows:

o the vertices are the elements of G
o tlrere is an edge joining g and, h if and only if h: sg for some s € ,S.
The set of all Cayley graphs on G is denoted by Cay(G).

Deffnition 2.8 (16). Adjacency Matrix
Letf beagraphwithT(f) :{1,.'.'n}andE(f) : {"r,...,e-}. Theadjacencymatrixof f denotedby 'a(f) is the n x n matrix defined as follows. The rows and the columns of ,a(f) are indexed by lz(f;.rf i* i thenthe (i,7)-entryof ,4(l) is 0 forvertices iand i nonadjacent, and the (2,7)-entryis l for fand jadjacent. The(2,z)-entryof ,a(r) is0foli:r,...,n. A(r)isoftensimplydenotedby.4.
Proposition 2']- (17)' cons'id,er the und,irected, n-cycle cn The spectrum conszsts of the numbers
{zcos(ff)}; j : {0,r,. . .,n - \}
Definition 2.4 (16). Energy of Graph
For any graph f, the energy of the g'aph is defined as e(f) : DLr r)ar where ,\r,,..,),, are theeigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of r'
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3 Main results

In this section, the main results are specified in term of proposition, lemma and theorem. proposition 2
presents the generalization of the Cayley graphs of D2n with respect to the set S' : {on/, ,b} while Lemma
1 states the spectrum of the Cayley graphs in Pr'<-rposition 2. Then, the results on the energy of the Cayley
graphs with respect to the set ,S : {o"/',b} are presented in Theolem 2. The findings in proposition 2
and Lemma I will be used in proving Theorern 2. Oneexample is also presented for better understandinss.

Proposition 3.1. Let D2n be a dihedral group of ord,er2n wheren) 3 and.n enen, Let s : {ar/2,b}
beasubsetof Dzn.TheCayleygraphsof Dznwr,th.respecttothesets,Cay(D2n,{an/z,b}),arethecyclLe
sraphs Uf Cn.

Proof Considel the dihedral groups D2n of ord,er 2n and the Cayley graphs of D2n with respect to the
subset S : {an/2,b}, denoted as Cay(D2n,{on/r,b}). Note that lSl :2. By the clefinition of Cayley
graph, the veltices of Cag(D2n,{on/',b}) are the elements ofD2n and there is an edge joining vertices h
and g if and only if hq-r e ,5. Since the order of ,S is 2, this forms f cycle graphs of order 4 where all
vertices are from the group Drr,l_)P Cn. I
Lemma 3.1. Let D2n be a dtlrcdral group of orcler2n wheren> 3 and,n euen. Let S: {on/r,b} be a
subset of Dzn. Thus, th.e spectrunt of the cay(D2n,{an/2,b}), d,enoted, as spec(caa(Dzn,{on/r,b})) are,
0 with muLti,plicity n and *2 wi,th muttiplicity to nl2.

Proof Consider the dihedral gloups D2,, of order 2n. By Proposition 2, The Cayley graphs of D2,, with
respect to the subset S , Cay(D2n, {an/z,b}), ale the cycle graph lJf Cn Since the adjacency spectrum of
a cycle g'aph C,, is {2cos(ff)};,i : {0,1,. ..,n - 1}, rhen Sztece! Ci : }{zcos(!)};l : {0, I,2,8}
n'lrich also can be written as ) : 0 with multiplicity n. and .\ : i2 with multiplicity to nl2. I
Theorem 3.1. Let D2n be a dthed'ral group of order2n uherent S and, S: {an/2,b} i,s a subset of
D2n. 'lh'e energ!) of the cayley graphs of Dzn w'ith respect to the set s, E(cuy(D2r,{an/2,b})):zn.

Proof Consider the dihedral groups D2n of. order 2n. By Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, The Cayley
graphs of D2,, with respect to the subset s , cay(D2r,{an/2,b}), are the cycle graph tJl cn with t}re
spectrum ) :0 with muitiplicity n and \: !2 with multiplicity to nf2. Tlter-efore, the energy of the
Cayley graphs of D2n with respect to the subset ,9,

E(Cay(D2", {o,/,,b})) : nlOl + tlzl + El - zl : 2".

I
The computation of the energy of Cayley graph '*,ith respect to the set S : {o, , b} of dihecilal groups of
order 8, Ds is as shown in the following example.

Exarrrple 3.1. Let Ds be a dihedr.al group of order B where Da :< a,blaa :b2 : !,bab: o-1 > and
S:{a2,b}beasubsetof Ds. T}reCayleygraphof Dswithrespecttothesubset S,Cay(Ds,{a2,b}) a.e
tlre cycle graph lJ?cn.'Ihe spectrum of Cay(Da,{a2,b}) are 0 with multiplicity 4 and *2 with multi-
plicity 2. Thus, the enelgy of the Cayley glaphs of Ds with respect to the subset S, E(Cay(Da, {a2, b1;;
is 8.
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AND

Proof Consider a dihedral group of order De :< a,blaa : b2 : I,bab: a-L > and ,S : {a2,b} be a
subset of D3. Then, by Definition 2, the vertex r is connQcted to sr where s € ,9.

I - a2 since a2.I : a2,
1-bsinceb.I:b.
a - a3 since a2.a : a3.
a - a3b since b.a : asb,
a2-!sincea2.a2:r,
a2 - a2b since b,a2 :0,2b,
a3-asincea2.o3:a.
a3 - ab since b.a3 : ab.

b - a2b since a2.b : a2b,
b-lsinceb.b:1,
ab - alb since a2,ab - a3b,
ab - a3 since b.ab : a3-.

azb-bsincea2.a2b:b,
azb - a2 since b.a2b : i2.
a3b - ab since a2.a3b : ab.
a3b-asinceb.a3b:a.

The connected elements form the cay(Ds,{o',b}):gl,ca as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure L: C ay(Ds, {o', b})

By the definition of adjacency matrix,

A(Cay(D6, {a2,U111 :

FYom the adjacency matrix, the characteristic polynomials found is /(f) : A8 - g)6 + 16A4 which
gives the spectrum, ,\ : 0 with multiplicity 4 and ) : *2 with multiplicity 2. By using the
generalization of spectrum of a cycle graph, the spectrum can also be found as Spec(J?o Ca) :
2{2cos(f;),2gos(f,),2cos(ff),Zcos(ff)) :2{2,0, -2,0} which.can be written as ) : 0 wirh multiplicity
4 and .\ : t2 with multiplicity 2. Therefore,

E(Cay(Ds, {a2,b})): 4l0l + 2l2l + 2l - 2l:8.
I
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4 Conclusion

As a conclusion, it has been found that the energy of the Cayley graphs of the dihedral groups of order
2n with respect to the subset S : {an/2,b} where n ) 4 and n is even at-e 2n.
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